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Town Set to be Overrun by Animal Spies!
Short of willing recruits, a villainous spy ring calling themselves the Brutishly
Evil Animal Spy Trainers (BEAST) have come up with a wicked plan. They're
going to trick unsuspecting animals into joining their organisation. They
have developed a dream serum which they are preparing to release into the
local mere. When drunk, it will cause grazing cattle and visiting birds to fall
into a deep slumber and be converted into evil animal spies whilst they
sleep! Intelligence has informed us that there's an antidote locked away
but we need the code to access it. Luckily we have a mole in their group
who has scattered Clues to the combination lock around the town. HQ
needs YOU, our TOP SUPER SPIES, to crack the code and put a halt to this
dastardly plan!



You're in for a few twists and
turns as you sneak around
Framlingham's town centre
and castle grounds. HQ
suggest wearing your special
gadget shoes - the mudproof
ones - for this mission. Find
car parks at The Elms, New
Street (free - IP13 9HW) or
Fore Street (paid - IP13 9DQ).

+++SAFE ZONES+++
If you need a rest or a boost
of energy, here's where to
stop. Track down toilets
along Crown and Anchor
Road after solving Clue 15.
Let off steam in the
playground and skate park
before Clue 13 in Pageant
Field. Find plenty of places to
pick up supplies around the
town. The castle grounds are
a good picnic spot, if they
haven't already been overrun
by animal spies!

Agents, stealthily make your
way to the Crown Hotel,
Market Hill (IP13 9AP). From
the car parks, the maps
and/or signposts will lead the
way. 

Casually linger outside the
Crown Hotel and await
further instructions.

Check that you weren't
followed and then, with
your back to the hotel turn
left and sneak along the
pavement. Go past the
butchers towards the deli.
Follow the signs for Queen's
Head Alley and slip through
the alleyway under the part
timber building.

Our mole has left your first
Clue to the code on the
signpost in the next
photofile. Ignoring any "full
stops", write the words and
letters hidden under the
yellow block into line 1 of
your Mission Answer Grid on
the back page of this
booklet, one letter per box.

You're off to a great 
start Agents! Our mole, let's
call her Agent X, has left
your next Clue at the
entrance to Fore Street Car
Park. 
Follow the sign and cross
over the road, checking it's
clear of any BEAST agents in
vehicles before you cross.

Locate the map. Agent X has
left a number for you to
work out here. Add the
distance from the A12 to
Framlingham to the distance
from Framlingham to
Saxtead Mill. Write your
answer into the grid as a
word.

That bell up high is a 
secret BEAST signal post so
retreat back across Fore
Street and turn left. At the
junction turn right, past the
water pump and use the
zebra crossing to proceed up
the left hand side of the
road to the LEFT of the
Church. At the roundabout
turn left.

Agents, you need to be on
the right hand pavement for
this one, so covertly cross
over and follow the bend.
Track down the next
surveillance image. The last
6 digits of the telephone
number below should be
placed in your grid in
NUMERICAL order, lowest
number first.

LOCATION BRIEFING: 
Fram, as it's known locally,
was voted by Country Life
magazine as the 2006
number one place to live in
the country. There are
numerous articles online
about what a very nice place
it is! It's certainly no place
for enemy animal spies so
let's crack on!



You've been spotted! 
Let's get out of town for
now! Continue along the
road for some way. When
you spy the octagonal post
box to your left, keep
straight on, keeping right to
follow the road sign for
Dennington B1116. Keep
going agents! Scarper on
past no.46, Rose Cottage...

You're not in the clear yet!
Slip along the 2nd footpath
on the right, just before
Framlingham College
entrance. Don't rush off
though - there's a clue on
the signpost to solve.
If 1,2 = safe and 3,4 =
animals then simply put 4,5
in your grid!

The rather grand building to
your left is Framlingham
College, an independent
co-educational school
founded in 1864 in memory
of Prince Albert, husband of
Queen Victoria.
Agents, we think BEAST are
operating out of a top room
here so keep low and use all
available cover.

Move smartly down the
cinder path - be as light on
your feet as possible to
avoid a crunch! Nip over the
small bridge and dart into
the alleyway. Keep tight to
the right hand side to avoid
any CCTV cameras along
here.

At the roadside turn right.

WARNING! You may be
more exposed to enemy
agent activity along this
path. Move swiftly along!

Start searching for a Clue
after you cross Coucy Close.

Locate the Alms-Houses.
Agent X has left another
number for you here. It's the
year the Alms-Houses were
founded. Your answer
however, needs to be
decoded into the more
familiar 'arabic' format -
e.g., 1920. We've left you a
decoder on the inside back
cover.

At the end, stealthily 
sneak left into Bridge Street
and keep left. We've
installed a surveillance
camera in the bus stop so
give us a secret wave as you
pass. We've left some
instructions for you when
you reach the library. You'll
need to sneak up to it to get
a closer look.

1. Identify the name of the
town cat. Record this into
the first few boxes in the
grid. 
2. Work out the difference
between the two years
shown. Record your answer
in the grid using Roman
numerals. There is help
inside the back cover if you
need it.

Eek! It seems the cat was a
test subject for BEAST's new
serum and is now an animal
spy! Retreat back to the
road and swiftly continue
left. At the phone box, check
you're not being followed
and slip left up Church Lane.
Go up the steps into the
church grounds and you're
safe!

Agent X has sent in the
following surveillance
image. Track it down and
study the list of names that
cover A to H. Count down
three and count up nine to
find two names that are
linked in some way. Pop
them both into the grid, the
shortest one first. No need
for a space in between.

Advance through the church
grounds and exit via the
main gates. Turn left and
head towards the castle. As
the road bends right, keep
going straight on towards
the castle but don't rush off
here or you might miss some
vital intel.



Search the area near the
ducking pool for 'Under
siege'! Time for some spy
maths. Add the knights to
the number of men-at-arms
and then subtract the
number of crossbowmen.
Put your answer into the
grid as words not numbers,
without any hyphen.

Sneak on towards the castle
entrance to locate the
Welcome to Framlingham
Castle board. 
With your finger draw a line
from the middle of the word
EARL on the first line to the
middle of the word
DISPLAYING on the bottom
line....../

..../

Then draw another line from
the middle of the word
MERE on line four to the
middle of the word VISIT on
the bottom line. 

X marks the spot! Or rather,
where the lines cross is a
word to record into your
grid.

If the castle is closed 
today, fear not! We have
security clearance to search
the grounds so onward
Agents! Just before the
bridge over the moat follow
the footpath signs to the left
(down the steps). Cross the
wooden bridge and turn
hard left up the 'gentle'
slope.

Follow the 'ridge' between
the castle and the lake.
You're exposed up here so
watch out for drones
overhead. Identify the
number of priests and
'obstinate' men who were
imprisoned here during the
latter half of the 16th
century. Write your answer
as a word....but don't rush
off just yet!

Don't make it too obvious
there's a second Clue here as
you may alert the drone
pilots to your mission.
Sneakily identify the
freshwater fish considered a
luxury in medieval times.
Take the letters of the two
four-lettered fish, mix them
up, and place them in the
grid in alphabetical order.

CASTLE INTEL:
The castle dates back to the
12th century. It was once the
refuge of Mary Tudor before
she became Queen in 1553.
By the mid 17th century it
was the site of a 'poorhouse'
and during WW2 formed an
integral part of the defences
against invasion!

At the end of/break in the
ridge, descend the rough
steps, cross the bridge and
proceed through the gate.
Dogs MUST be on leads
here. We don't want them
running off and drinking
from the mere, just in case
the serum has already been
released! Initially follow the
path to the right.

CELEBRITY INTEL:
Ed Sheeran's single Castle on
the Hill is about his return to
Framlingham where he has a
home. Although born in
Yorkshire, his childhood was
spent here. He regularly
donates to local charity
shops, so you may spy a
Sheeran treasure!

Go through the gate. Where
the path splits, follow the
path to the right and
continue around to the
right. Go over the small
stream/brook and follow the
path around to the right and
over a wooden plank bridge,
then follow the path up the
hill and to the left, until you
reach a wide grassed area...

...the castle should be visible
on your right. Just before
where the path bends hard
right take the (vehicle
width) gap in the hedge to
your left. At the roadside
turn right. 
DRONE ALERT! Agents, we
need you to hot foot it all
the way to the end of this
road. You'll find a shelter
there - cross cautiously to
take cover under it.

++++++++++++++++++++++
SECRET SIDE MISSION 
This is your call Agents, but
HQ suggests if you need to
let off some steam, you can
also take cover from the
drones in Pageant Field.
You'll pass the gate on your
left. If you enter, gather
some sticks, leaves or stones
and leave two arrows on the
ground pointing in different
directions. This will confuse
the drones.
++++++++++++++++++++++



Our mole, Agent X sought
shelter here earlier. She took
the following photograph to
show you where to look, but
encrypted the data. Using
your spy skills, if 'one' = plus
3 and 'money' = minus 3,
then what you will find at
minus 9 will fit your grid.

MESSAGE FROM HQ:
We've distracted the drones
with decoy agents so you're
safe to leave the shelter.
Spot Castle Street, the road
with the No Entry signs, and
formulate a plan to get to it.
Once on Castle Street sneak
along the right hand side of
the road.

Tiptoe up to number 23 to
locate something normally
associated with the night!
What sort is it? Record this
in your answer grid and
move on.

HQ: We're receiving a coded
transmission so standby
Agents.

++MISSION UPDATE++
We've managed to capture
the town cat turned animal
spy so need the antidote to
the serum ASAP to return it
to normal feline duties. 

Check your surroundings
then cross over to turn left
along Double Street and
await further instructions.

Like the one we saw earlier,
the octagonal post box on
the corner dates back to the
mid 1800s and Queen
Victoria's reign. It is believed
to be the oldest postbox still
in operation. The narrow
vertical 'slot' makes posting
large letters and secret spy
documents hard!

Creep along the left hand
side of Double Street. Our
mole Agent X has left you a
Clue at the other end. It's
marked with the initials
"SV". A foot (') is made up
of twelve inches ("). Convert
the distance below into
inches and write your
answer as a word, without
the hyphen.

++MEMO FROM HQ++
We need you back at Market
Hill where your mission
began. From the end of
Double Street, turn left to
get there. Detour along
Crown and Anchor Lane to
find the public toilet if you
need to. Once in Market Hill,
sidle down to the lower half
and locate the town sign.

ALERT! Enemy agents may
be hiding out in civilian
vehicles so proceed with
caution for this one. Based
on one side of the sign only
throughout, how many
times does the following
photo file appear? Multiply
your answer by the number
of black ducklings and place
your answer into the grid as
a word.

Don't drift off Market Hill or
you won't crack the code!
Nearby and from out of a
blue oval, identify the
surgeon who lived here. 
Their surname is the final
answer you need to
complete your grid.

Great work Agents! That's
your Mission Answer Grid
complete! Check out the
inside front cover of your
mission documents for how
to work out the combination
code. Then, transmit it
securely to us at HQ right
away. We've left you
instructions on how to do
that on the next page.
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Wanted - TOP Secret Agents for covert
mission. Framlingham is in danger of 

being overrun by spies! 0257613176
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